Violence has affected my life by it happening everywhere. Some people are afraid to come out their house and sometimes I see in front of my house sometimes anyone around you can do violence. Some of my friends are scared of violence. People shouldn't do violence because they are going to get themselves in trouble. Violence turns into fight and sometimes police can do violence too. People just don't do violence to other people they do it to animals, sometimes they kill their pets and animals in the zoo.

The causes of youth violence are youth violence they fight over people, they stab people, they rob people. Sometimes they ask kids for money. The youth like to start fights. Youths shouldn't be doing violence because you'll end up doing drugs and people do not like violence and in youth they set a place or what time so they can fight.

Other youth violences are they can break into your house and sometime they kill your own friend, and slavery was violence too and racism and the youth fight over the skin tone. Sometimes they will say "you're too black to hang out with me," then they will start fighting. One thing I can do about youth is stop fights and tell to apologize and sit down and talk with the person that's doing violence. Youth violence shouldn't be happening at all. If someone talks trash about you don't revenge by doing violence people that does violence thinks they power to control people. A person that you see with gun or an knife they are not the only people that does violence. Nobody should do violence if there was no violence everything would be better.